
In consideration of the desire of the government to reduce poverty, it is imperative to engage in
ascertaining ways in which policy reform could be put into effect to assist the poor. Really, a tax
shifts the purchasing power of the populace to the National resources managers. The incidence or
impact of the tax refers to who pays the tax in real terms, that is, whose real purchasing power
declines when the government enforces the tax. Taxes are said to be progressive if the poor
households pay a proportionately smaller share of the tax than do rich households, relative to

Over the years the government has embarked on repositioning the economy with the intention to
relieve the economic hardship from the people. Both macroeconomic and fiscal policies have
been employed. Some of these policies were aimed at regulating and stimulating production
through increased economic activity and improve the living standard of the people, hut poverty is
still on the increase. Import tariffs, whether high or low has its impact on consumers. The poor
and the rich are the components of the consumers and are in one way or the other affected by any
change.

INTRODUCTION

The study jocused all the examination of which economic household bears the ill/pact of import tariffs on
consumption of imported goods and services in Nigeria. The intention is to ascertain the possibility of
encouraging poverty reduction if the poor are adversely affected. The study employed tnainlv descriptive
statistics such as percentage mean, Gini index, Kakwani index. Lorenz curves and concentration curve in
the investigation and found that the poor borne a higher burden in the consumption of imported goods,
while for services the burden was seen to be progressive. On this basis. the recommendations made
among others include: encouragement of industrialistion. improvement of agricultural production;
promotion of the consumption of home made goods O/Id services, elimination of multiple taxes and
earnest reform c1the power sector.
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In economics, tax incidence is the analysis of the effect of a particular tax on the distribution of
economic welfare. It is said to fall on the class that at the end of the day. bears t1112 weight Dr

burden of tax. The reason is that the impositicuof tax causes the "rii~iket 'price 'to 'in:ctet~(?ii~6~~\
. - . ; '_ .:. '

ill spite of various attempts and actions t(J r7~I:h:c.l;th'~ poor E'iilljj s-tmr1.;:lrd,2<iiSf'ri2. C~.l.::Jt:c':;·~:::jy
wallows in the grip of vicious circle of poverty. The instruments of fiSC21 policy, (or in.::;t:::~l.ce
taxes have been used in this trend that consistently impinges on both the rich ami the poor. The
application of fiscal instrument is anticipated to impact considerably on the poor so as to change
their situation. But government tax imposition on some commodities/services or group of
producers or importers often Jead to adverse effect on other economic agents in the society. This
is because of behaviour modification by those who issue cheques to settle tax liabilities. Thj~
calls for the investigation of the incidence of taxation as it avails us of the chance to know
actually who bears the burden of taxes.

some measure of overall welfare, usually income or expenditures. Taxes are regressive if the
opposite is true and neutral if tax: shares are equal to overall income or expenditure shares
(Younger, et all999:103; Uma, 2008). .
Actually, the government has chosen more of Consumption tax system and offered series of
incentives to income earners with the intention to relief poverty through that way. Kakwani, et al
(2004; 2) stress that poverty reduction, policies ot redistribution of income and assets have
become increasingly important. A policy agenda that addresses both distributional concems and
poverty reduction could lead to the enhancement of both economic growth/development and
equity, thereby changing the living standard. However, the degree of relief of tax pressure on
income does not influence all the poor. In other words the entire income relief package is limited
to only government workers.
Worthy to note is that the economic well-being of the poor is determined by the prices of goods
and services that they consume. Reduction of taxes on consumption of goods and services
mainly consumed by the poor could be an appreciable way of poverty reduction. The most
developmental goal of a developing economy is how to attain growth and development by
reducing poverty.
Value added tax (VAT); a consumption tax came up in January 1994, levied at 5percent
regardless of the state of production or distribution. It is non-discriminatory tax with regard to
locally manufactured or imported goods. This tax has been noted to be included as part of
production cost by producers, which may not entirely be borne by the producers (See Anyanwu:
1997:41; Anyafo 1996:4).
In Nigeria :cd::T the major issue of concern is on povertv. I'his stems from the fact that Nigeria
;5 rated as one of the world poorest countries in spite of her richly endowed with both human and
mineral resources. Data from National Consumer Survey show that in 1980, the number of
population in poverty was i7.'/million; In 1985, it rose ~n 34.7milliOlJ.; in 1992, it was
39.2milliol1 while in 1996,it came up to 67.1million and 111 the recent past, it was estimated to
have risen to over 70million, hut decline to 54percent in 2004. Hence, the federal gc,vernmcnt
was pushed to intensify efforts and actions on poverty reduction in Nigeria.
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However, this trend calls for a thorough examination of various areas that is pertinent to
remodel any adverse effect of policy that will reduce prices and increase the purchasing power of
the poor. Besides, in spite of reforms and policy changes for enhanced government revenue
generation, efforts is absolutely needed to guarantee even distribution of income, reduction of
price pressure and minimisation of inequality earnestly.

Unequivocally the increase in poverty in urban and rural sector of Nigeria economy over the
years is burdensome. Ogwumike (2001) points that the number of those in poverty rose from
27percent in 1980 to 46percent in 1985; it fell a bit to 42percent in 1992, and skyrocketed \(,
67percent in 1996 . As at 1999 the estimated poverty level in Nigeria was more than 70percr:ll.t.
It declined commendably in 2004 to 54 percent.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The execution of tax policies in Nigeria has experienced series of problems. A critical aspect of
this is multiple taxes. T}1efederal government imposes some tariff duty and the state still have
some forms of taxes on the same commodity. FUi instance, in addition to federal income tax,
companies are subjected to a wide range of taxes, levies and rates at the state and local levels
(Odusoia 200b). In fact, all the study groups on tax reform have highlighted this as the most
serious problem for the country's tax administration, This does not only raise the cost of
production, but imposes restrictions on inter state commerce and trade, making locally produced
goods uncompetitive ami in some instances, causing business closures (CITN 2002). The poor
are the most affected by the adverse effect emanating from cost effect on commodities. Just as
Glewwe (2005) notes that the economic vell-being of the poor is influenced by the prices of
goods and services they do consume.

This study is on household analysis of the degree of shock of import tariffs on the poor in
Nigeria. It is hoped to avail us of the opportunity to know the effects and perhaps come up with
ref01TI1Sor policy re-design to ameliorate impact on the poor households.

no tax price to with tax price thereby upsetting the quantity consumed base on the extent of
elasticity.
Musgrave and Musgrave (2004:216) note that the distribution of the tax burden should be
equitable. Everyone should be made to take his or her fair share. Actually, this depends on the
nature of tax.
Import duties are legislated to be paid by the importers in Nigeria, however, given that we are
concern with poverty reduction, we must stare ahead of those on whom the legal liability for
payment rests. It has been pointed out by scholars that before tax is imposed, it must be seen
that it is in conformity with the tax-payer's ability to pay. If it is beyond his capacity to pay, it is
not justified.
Mwabu (2004:2) informed that poverty i~ really a complex human phenomenon associated with
unacceptable standard of living. This implies that poverty needs to be addressed from various
angles possible to bring the affected back to an acceptable living standard
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HYPOTHt.~SES OF THE STUDY

, . ' .... ~ , .

The broad objective of this study is basically to investigate and determine who really bears the
burden Of impact of import tariffs on agricultural, manufactured goods and services in Nigeria. In
order to realise this, the specific objectives include:
(1)To examine if import tariffs on household consumption of agricultural, manufactured goods
and services favour the poor or the rich 'in Nigeria. ' . ',-, .,
(2)To analyse and determine the degree of regressivism/progressivism" of iii~iod'~:carIffs' ~~l
Nigeria. .

qBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

It is my intention to proffer answers to the questions in the course of this study.

RESEARCH QTJESTIONS
In consideration of the above stated, it is pertinen r to raise [II::following questions:

1) Axe import tariffs impacts in Nigeria b!\)~:;-able ~nt!:~poor 0;' tb~ ricb?
2) Which household in Nigeria bears the burden or imported b.'~f'[·'~c!p ~)::',r.:,·~;}::,:,."

manufactured goods and services?
3) Can the state reduce the impact of import tariffs if !h:, poor households Jr;:. Vj:I:'(,·.·iy,,!l~~jtJy

affected?

On the bases of the above stated the study intends' to investigate the impact of thes~ tri'ri'f~~:6n
household consumption "f' 1J00·dsand (,"I-III'C'r'" co ;'" +q ascertain how the >1QO' " have fared and.............. _,,,,~._ ",.J ......_ b .J....., ~.,..:..... ..... • .J ...v \.f,"_.......... {.t..l. ....... ... -' 1-.-',., ...... JJ.

perhaps offer lasting resolution to any undesirable effects,

The exodus of labour and diversion of other factor input from agricultural sector to oil sector
retarded food supply, hence, there was need to increase importation of food stuff to feed: the
rising population, The tariffs effect on the consumption of the essential commodities raised the
prices of both intermediate and final goods. The ripple effects are shifted to the consumers
inform of high prices. Besides, the irregular supply of electricity raised production, cost of
manufacturer' gOODS,making imported goods and services relatively cheaper. The consumers
with the desire to satisfy needs are compelled to consume imported goods more, hence beaoing
impact of tariffs on the goods and services. .'

Odusola (2006) notes that one major defect of high import tariffs experienced iim Nigeria.is tnat it
leads to migration of people and businesses as businesses usually move from area of hig.._1ttaxes
to region of lower tariffs. Tariff is often used to promote or discourage foreign direct investment.
For instance, in the recent past, it was noted that an increase in import duties, in the country
caused intensification of smuggling and under utilisation of some productive capacities as some
businesses relocated. The imported goods that succeeded to cross throeglr Nigerian P0rt3
eventually were meant to have the tariffs effect, which was passed inform of l'ti;!i r:i':":;s to
consumers. Hence, adversely influence the purchasing power of the consumers.
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THEORETICAL LITERATURE
The economic impact or incidence of a tax is very important; in that the consumer's red
purchasing power is reduced in relationship to the firm' s or importer ~ power. Kesselman aJ~d
Cheung (2004: 713) state that improved undel::3tanding of how t~:;·:esan) !(1\~trl~::(:t'ed2,''::;'033 {(1\~
population and h0'F to measure these impacts is vital in fonnularina :...-<1 '!F';' :':~':i';:,'0'.';:' ,..",.. 1 ·.-,,-,-,!V \ l' ,'J..I. _,(,......... '\.4.&.1 _ .....( \_ ..... :;~ ~,~, _.", ........,_, .........l..IO·:.I:o_\ ......."' ... J.. ... ·.Ll

policies.
Poverty alleviation requires reduction of inequality in burden distribution. Direct tax incidence is
borne by the income earners. The burden can easily be progressively determined. But fer indirect
taxes such as import tariffs fall on households under the assumption that the demand for the
goods are completely inelastic and can be fully pass on inform of price increase (Younger et al
(1999:307-308;Uma 2008).
Taxes are the major source of government income. In the view of Dalton (1964: 17), it is a
compulsory contribution imposed by a public authority, irrespective of the exact amount of
service rendered to taxpayer in return. Taxes are mainly mandatory c;;nt.!"ib~'~r:o:1from ::il

The study is justified in that it will help to ad\hf~)~ liovel'~Y ISS'l';;; in i')1:';i,'r::cf';;m IJ(}~ls;-~h()U
analysis since " ..vertv ';Q a major focus in {he United Nation ..../f1·j1e"lr·::ii-l Dei"\1n .."..1.~..)'1"" Qr1 ........~,..,fC1'·J '"'1+,. '" 1'",-, ._.lj ",J ., '" ", .", . ,"~'_l ." ,. _ 1"" • L J.",".L 1. ,_lu~c.':'''~'''''']1)'''''; :.c

the Millennium Summit held 6th_8th September, 2008 in New Ycrk. The 0:1ilicnn1l;iIl
Development Goals (MDGS) by 2015 focuses on poverty eradication. And Nigeria is quite

',. interested in addressing poverty issue
The study is relevant as it will unravel empirically the progressivism/regressivisrn of 'import
tariffs in Nigeria. The outcome of the study will h~lp redefine statutory liability ofimport tariffs .
and the economic incidence, '

SIGNIFICANCE DF THE STUDY

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
This study is intended to use household data, 18,892 households on import tariff fer the period,
2004 for the entire Nigeria economy. The reason is that both tariffs and household data are
available [or the 2004-5 periods. '
The study intends to consider mainly consumption expenditure of the consumers as a measure of
welfare and not the income. This is because households (poer or rich) tend to make known their
spending more correctly unlike they do their income (see Younger et al 1999:307). The
household expenditure 011 imported agricultural, manufactured goods and services will' be
focused.

The study has the following null hypotheses:
a) Import tariffs on household consumption of agricultural goods, manufactured goods and
services are not favourable to the poor or to the rich in Nigeria.
(b) The impact of import tariffs on goods and services are not progressive in Nigeria.
(c) Import tariffs on the poor and the rich households' consumption of imported goods do not
have inequality impact.
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Import tariffs are mainly duties on imported goods and services. An import duty can be specific
(when imposed on the basis of specific quantity, weight or size) or ad valorem (when imposedon
the basis of value) .Export duties are taxes on goods imposed on exports. An export duty on raw
materials is <limed at protecting home industries. For instance, an export duty on cocoa and palm
oil is mainly to protect the domestic beverages and vegetable industries from deficiency of
productive materials. However, the burden of import commodity tax is? [::I:.~,tiC'ncE'r:bcds f;.:~d

• .~' • - • - • - .' -. '. ..' , ....... -- -1 - rl '!-!.~;_ '.services on Which it IS levied. An imoort tariffs' burden onluxurv am, essenna: (F;!.:,_S ':.';!.~C~
. -, - .r - . ': ·5.~. ".:. ,," ··;:~;~:·i."_~.·.;·.:·.' ,:.

Export and import taxes are international traderelated taxes. Indirect taxes are a major ~OU~'CC of
revenue for developing countries and among the easiest {ax to administer 'They ,l~':~;!~dl~r::(;!)'
adopted to distribute the cost of government activities 011 th·j basis or (:fJ:l;;t~;~pt:::;!'; o{
. 14 1 ....-; T1~~ (T +1 ~"".in' .. -~ ,"1 13"'"'<;"';" r~~lor-~~~"0 ~ 0-" ','i-t" '·"-(j~·r.;,..!7. ·":·l~._C;_:'~~':·r.;~~·~'!'~~~'::. ~:~~~~COlnn1()Cities ~~.nb <ll\; iporters or produc __u :1.) ~,,_. _~'" '"'" ::l.,:;CD __.• -' d\, ...~ ,"'.~ ~_, ~V ••,., ••\, +:':

'> f" ·......ds ,('"I', '1~ ....-.-~, P 1 be the }.... 'r1~"'" de w. ...-. ~:"'rl . -'"\;4' '-;-::""'" .ao, .~,-r-·("l"":f:'·I'~~-"':-~r."'I"''''.·fApnces 0 goo .J anc services. eop e car ie ",.11,... ,1, ,.pulCUJ6 ell L;~ "~L,r~... ,-, Clh.":,C"'I __"'"" "

such goods and services.

"

Therefore, a consumption expenditure tax is a broad-based indirect tax that could be used with
progressive, proportional or regressive tax rates and could allow certain' deductions or
exemptions from the base, Examples of indirect or consumption expenditure taxes include excise
duti cs, purchase tuxes, general sales taxes, import and export duties, Value added taxes and ali
taxes Oil outlay as distinct from taxes 0;1 income. '

individual or organization to the government to support the expenses incurred fer the provision
of public goods without consideration of any advantage or benefits derivable by the payer.
The major features of a tax are that it is a compulsory payment and whoever refuses to pay is
liable to punishment. Anyone that purchases a commodity which carries a tax on it must pay the
tax, exemption from such tax like import tariff is only if one declines from consumption of such
goods. In Nigeria, the consumption of imported goods have become so common given that such
goods may be lacking or where it exists may not be of standard quality. Hence, the consumers of
imported goods cannot escape from the tax imposition.
Indirect taxes are mainly taxes on goods or services; often refer to as expenditure taxes or outlay
taxes. It is a type of tax imposes on one who may shift it partly or wholly, This means the real
burden and money burden of the tax falls on different person. Actually, indirect taxes tend to be
regressive unlike the income taxes. It has been clearly noted that expenditure tax is a
consumption tax. Anyafo (1996) made reference to Ugo (1962) who pointed in his analysis the
term income tax will be used tv mean a progressive t1.X based 0:1 personal income, and
expenditure tax a progressive tax based on personal consumption expenditure. This presupposes
that if an individual consumes less of commodities O~ services, he/she pay less inform of tax and
pays more if more of such goods me consume. Really, a consuropti.u: ~i~}: ~"Xf;S in'~('Jlll.~
according to its usc or income used for consumption purposes is taxable .F')[ instance, if I'!.

portion of one's income is saved, under a consumption tax, his taxablemccrne 'vcL:ld I::,.' fi:r;
proportion of income left for consumption.
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In Nigeria Custom duties are the oldest form of modern taxation, and their introduction dates
back to 1860. It is otherwise refer to as import duties, which represent taxes on imports into
Nigeria, charged either as a percentage of the value of imports or as a fixed amount dependent 0;:
quantity. The former rate predominates. Import duties are the country's highest yielding indirect
or expenditure tax. The Custom and Excise Management Act of 1958 and its amendments
provided the statutory support for the implementation of the tax. The latest revision to this Act
dates from March 1995 and articulated the effective customs and excise tariffs for the period
1995-2001.
The growth of imports in Nigeria since 1960 has been impressive. There was an average growth
rate of 2.5% in 1960 to an average of 33% per annum between 1970 and 1989.The major factor
responsible for this was the desire to pursue economic development, the expansion in crude oil
export that considerably raised foreign exchange earnings and the over-valuation of the local
currency, which artificially cheapened imports in preference to local production. The serious rise
in internal demand is a key factor as well, due to the deficiency of required goods. Available data
on trade denote the dominance of consumer goods on aggregate imports up to 1965, as Hie);
accounted for 41% of the total, which declined to 27% between 1980 and 1990.

Kalara (2006:58) states that import duties are the duties imposed on the goods that ccme from
another country. The idea behind the imposition of import tariffs can be either to raise revenue or
protection of the home industry and also to correct balance of payment position. ',jl~,ileimport

.< duties for revenue are kept low, import duties for protection are kept fairly high so that the prices
of such imported products may beccme high and their consumption by the nationals be
discouraged

However, it should be mentioned that the incidence of direct taxes is on the individual or
organization imposed on such taxes, but taxes on goods may be borne by a person different from
the person legally imposed to pay tax. It was noted that tax incidence is concerned with how tax
burden is distributed among the various individuals or households in an economy. Tax on
commodity may not be paid by the producer since the producer may try to modify behaviour in
the form of price adjustment or the reduction of tax effect so as to reduce its tax liabilities. The
process of transfer of a tax is known as the shifting of tax. The tax is shifted forward if the
producer increases the price of his product to consumers so as to recover part of the tax paid. If
the producer reduces the Income he pays to his factors of production based tax imposition, the
tax is said to be shifted backward. However, the settlement of the burden on the ultimate
taxpayer is called the incidence of the tax. Actually, the incidence of tax relates to the money
burden of the tax, whereas the effect of a tax centres or relates to its real burden. The tax
incidence leads to its effects on the consumer. The money and real burden of import tariffs is on
the consumer depending on the degree of elasticity (Jhingan 1999: Okpara 2002:373-375)

borne by the consumers. This is because the price effects will be experienced by the rich and the
poor, but the impact is felt more by a group of consumers (Anyafo, 1996:77-89).
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Daniel end Edward (2006) studied the impact of trade liberalisation in South ,·\fl':.('~Eon ~b:.ooor
via its impact on household consumption. They were concerned on hew tariff liberalization
affected households in South Africa over the period 1995, 2000 and 2004, focusing specifically
on the incidence of tariffs over the expenditure distribution. They employed a nonparametric
method to test the impact of the change in tariff incidence on the cumulative expenditure
distribution. The outcome was that wealthy households benefited relative to all but the v-eryP0')"
between 1995 and 2000. Between 2000 and this trend was reversed, and the poor gaIned

EMPIRICAL LITERATURE
This type of study on impact of import tariff is not a new issue in economics. Different
researchers have come to certain findings based on their studies in different economies. rei
instance, in the study of hO\\1 the burdens of the US tax system vary across the il!(~'cm1':
distribution, Pech.nan and Okner (1974) use data on 72.000 households to proffer solution. ··rh~:.':
make a range of assumptions 0:1 the burdens of payroll, income and' "corporate' t~6ic·(;·(lei':,
example: they assume that the entire burden of the employee's payroll tax bllj :l} the ',;,'cid~;::;:Jil
all cases, and then they shift the burden of the ernplr.yer's payroll tax behyec,~the 'tu1pl(j)rer ;..<h.J
the ernployee.) They find at both the most progressive set of assumptions and the most regressive
that the burden is roughly proportional to income, with higher rates for the Elr::.i;::y.-i }::tst(!::clb~;.

The Study Group 011 Tax Reform (2003) pointed that nearly 1,500 tariff lines were amended in
the two years of the regime. An important problem of high import duties in the country is the
intensification of smuggling and under utilization of some productive capacities. For instance,
the approved budget for the year 2000 hiehlishted the seriousness of ~.hisFr,}b1;::r::: hT:ry;:':s

. ~ • _' ~. L ~

destined for Nigeria are still diverted to ports of neigbbouring countries; O\',;:!:S; 1c s;:'i.i-..-¥:;.t&tivcl/
high port charges and levies. As a result, the economy is unable tc gain ~~ll:-lst~;;lti;-drevcr..: i,
derivable from import duties 110\\7 coinz to neizhbourinc countries, Besides the 1033 ;:rr revcm:c._. ,-' ....... c;; ~

is that port facilities are seriously under-utilised since importers now ship g()OOS though
neighbouring ports, The prohibitive taxes imposed by the government also cause, in some cases,
excess capacity in domestic manufacturing plants (Odusola, 2006; Egwaikhid-, 2000: 1-4),

The Nigeria's customs duties were intended in particular to generate income for the government
and protect import substituting industries that were at their beginning stage. But by 1965
measure was taken to correct balance of payments problems. Non-essential goods were charged
ad valorem taxes of 33-150% and also other items' duties were increased. The outburst of civil
war between 1967 and 1970 increased demand and high prices due to shortages and also to
control inflation, tariff rates were considerable brought down for some items, specifically those
related to agriculture, reconstruction, road development and manufacturing. Import tariffs were
also reduced following the oil boom that started in 1973.
Changes in govermnents led to changes in importation. Imports were liberalized in 1980, which
probably contributed to balance of payments problems during 1981-1983, when the military took
over. The focus on government policies was to protect local industries and encourage greater use
oflocal inputs. Import tariffs were restructured and most duty-free provisions were abolished.
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LIMITATION OF PREVIOUS STUDIES.
The major constraint is that none of the studies focused on the case of Nigeria as g, developlng
economy. Most studies considered income alone as a n.easure of welfare and thereby l'ai~;{~d

households using the distribution of income of the state's population or the entire country. Thi~~
enables the ascertainment of absolute poverty and may not give an over all picture 'Dtpo~t:t51tI

~ ~ . ~ :. .. ' 1 ., .• - .. '., . J .• ,.
a developing economy 'like Nigeria, where a good proportion of the population 'is' se1fe!r:~))'~\V~d
anddetermimtionofincomeisdifficult. . , .. , . .e :' •• j :\' :"F'"

',I • I -~'I:' ,'~,.r-. ':"~

.vtemnkeng, et iii (:2006) were concerned with the distribution of expenditure tax burden before
and after tax reform in Cameroon and so the',' examined the incidence of indirect t~X(l~!C~:;- ~ _. - .

household data ""1;"1' '19.0"'.)1996 and ;on't '[1)1"" wanted to ascertain the' '''':<··';·'·II·.~)c';u··r·l·._ ......'-!~\, (...I....• or :J, . -.. \., . l --') .",/{.._ ...,...1, v 'l.o) ..1.1. -' "''Vk ...:).......... t ....,•.l ...._

'\'ere nrcnressive SO ::1" to determine if chances ;'1 ~.~.r poiic affected ",," .\T;.)t;·>·, , ,~ .. ')... _J:- "~"\....-'._.._ . .l1· ~~) r c. ~)'_'.J.l..l. ."'_.i~ '_-'.Y -"\.l... "" \00' .... , .... _, ••..... a ; .....J ,.I ~••'''',

Th,,", L' nd ,' ... /1".'>: dire t t t t ~ ' ...c:. c- ,f·",;···' ,th·'" ~.,L,.:.'"v .,',."1.·1·,,,·;;...,·.····;·
LU<•.j .cOlJ .. mat dl~ [Tl 1.,~C ax s ruc urc I.;t);1 ..,lSI,.11.~~...._ ;"",.UI) '" :.",-,,_,:,,.9.•" c,.••• , , .•,~ """,'_"'

was progressive even before reform. Taxes on direct in-take of gasoline ore more progressive
than all other taxes. Precisely, sales tax was more progressive than import duty. It \'12': found il-,2"_~
after the reform the whole indirect taxes in Cameroon became progressive.

A recent study on if the value added tax reform in India is poverty improving: analysis of data of
two major states, Raychaudhari, Sinha &. Roy (2007) employed Lorenz curve and concentration
curves and consumption dominance C'.lTVeSto the measure of i~!I}.nr.tcf ~bis tn.: r~~f":l--:1.C:' iI'''';
poorer income group. The results of analysis among ethers are : value added ~c:c'de~;gr;_i:-l :~;~.'
tvvo major towns studied are pro-poor; on progressivity of tax using the Lorenz curve ailJ
expenditure concentration curves, the reduction of tax on petroleum product like liquefied
petroleum ga:=::(LPG) and milk improves the richer households than poorer households, LPG is
taxed less as nationally important good, while kerosene is taxed more in spite that it is being
largely consumed by the relatively poorer group. The poorest benefit more from the higher taxed
kerosene, unlike those in the poor class. Increase in the tax of tee. will make the tax system of
West Bengal progressive and regressive in Maharashtra.

Rajemison et al (2003) studied the indirect tax incidence in Madagascar: Updated Estimates
Using the Input-Output Table, which was mainly to ascertain the equity consequences or'
Madagascar's tax reforms and to evaluate a new method for assessing the incidence of taxes that
fall primarily on intermediate inputs rather than final goods and services. The outcome among
others showed that the direct effects of Madagascar's changes in tax policy in the late 19905
were not regressive. Changes in indirect taxes were roughly neutral, while the increasing share of
direct taxes on wages in households' oYE'ra11tax burden made the system slightly more
progressive. The one major tax change that was regressive "vas the increase in taxes on kerosene,
a product with a very low income elasticity of demand.

relatively more than the wealthy. Importantly, it was found that poor households always bear a
greater share of the tariff burden, relative to their share in total expenditure, compared to the
wealthy, indicating the regressive nature of import tariffs.
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METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS
In this work, we adopted the method of tax incidence analysis developed by Yitzhaki and

Slemrod (1991) but with a little variation. This involves allocating tax burden to various
expenditure groups, arranged from wealthy to poor by quintiles of the household population.
This method will be applied to test for "welfare dominance". The researcher constructed Lorenz
curves and concentration curves in which he aligned household from the poorest to the wealthiest
along the horizontal axis and the cumulative proportion of taxes paid on imported goods along
the vertical axis.

DATA
The data Deeded are household expenditure on imported agricultural, manufactured goods and
services. Average CUSlOmduty rate for imported goods shall be used to determine actual tax pCi.i(_;.
The average percentage of duty rate shall be deducted from the values of the various
expenditures in order to obtain the value of tariffs paid for the consumption of agricultural,
manufactured goods and services. While for services, the 5% value added tax will be used.

METHODOLOGY
Given the difficulty in the determination of who consume imported goods, since the consumers
cannot be identified directly, we make some assumptions. The burden or incidence of import
duty in this respect is assumed to be distributed to consumers in accordance to their share of cash
expenditure on all goods. We also assume that import tariffs increase the price of all goods of
same type by the amount of statutory duty rate, so that the consumers of such goods suffer the
incidence. In other words, it is taken that the prices of all goods for which imports are a large
share of the market go up by the amount of the tariff when it is imposed. It is also assumed that
government security does not give room for smuggling activity and where it does there is no
price differential between those having import tariff effect. We intend to use actual taxes paid.
TYPE AND SOURCES OF DATA
The study will use household consumption expenditure instead of the income as a welfare
measure. The reason for this can be seen thus: households (poor or rich) tend to make known
their spending more correctly unlike they do their income; it is easier for households to expose
their spending and unwilling to reveal actual income (See Younger et al (1999) and Glewwe
(2005). Most recent studies support and give credit to the use of household date in analysis of
poverty and policy decision. Household surveys provide the needed information on the features
and responses/behaviours of the poor in developing countries and so analysis of such data avails
us of the opportunity of choosing policies that are most effective in reducing poverty. The data is
classified according to households' expenditure on agriculture, manufacturing and services,
which are over three hundred pages. The data was obtained from the Nigeria Living Standard
Survey (NLSS) published by the National Bureau of Statistic, which has 18,892 households in
2004.
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The choice of Lorenz curve is that it is one of the most used 'Nays of measuring inequality and
representing income (expenditure) distributions in empirical analysis; and it gives room to
immediate comparability with a "natural" benchmark, the equidistribution line. It informs us
which proportion of total expenditure is in the hands of a given percentage of population. It
relates the cumulative proportion of import tariffs to the cumulative proportion of individuals or
consumers. The x-axis records the household from poorest to the wealthiest ranked by
expenditure level. Its range is (0, 1). The j-axis records the cumulative proportion of tariffs paid
on imported goods (expenditure for a given proportion of population), i.e, the expenditure ~·.h:1l'e
calculated by taking the cumulated expenditure of a given share of the popu lation, divided :;)' ,he
total expenditure, Y .

In this study, it is believed that if poorer households tend to consume less of services and more of
consumable goods (agriculture and manufactured goods), then reducing taxes on consumables
and raising taxes on services will improve the distribution of welfare and minimise or reduce
inequality. This referred to welfare dominance. The yardstick or standard to compare each tax
concentration will be the Lorenz curve for expenditures and the 45-degree line.
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LorThe percentage mean expenditure on imported
household is the highest among others

Table l:AVER.A.GES OF EXPENDITURE ON IMPORTED GOOnS AND SERVICL~,2
ACROSS QUINTILES & THE PERCENT AGE MEAN.
Class Quintiles Agric_tax oIoM~an------fVi;l~=-T%~kanI servi~,i %l\'lC;;;~{--1

I
Exp. (Agric_tax) Tax expo I Manu Tax I Serv I

I Exp I Tax I expo I', ~~~:, .\

f--I ---t -~-_--___j_____-_-- I I expo + CAP_· J
Poo }O.71%~
Poo I 0.53% I
Mid To:500/0--r

r Ric T-O-.6~~~_~],
[Bic _I O.802i__.J
Key: Ql =lowest socio-economic group O1'pOO1"f;;'( q:='=highest SOCi()-.r:;~q~::':::;ll\' r

( ';O~'J1'('w,'C0111})'lted'by +hp author) ,"-' .- .~ "..".' I ~. \. ... L.L.1_.v ..' ... ..l. •

RESULT PRESENTATION

The degree of incidence of tariffs on the various quintile household will be determined by first
and foremost computing the averages across quintiles from poorest to -t1H~ richest ~Ql-'QS)
households; the average expenditure of the quintiles groups on agriculture, manufacturing goads
and services and finding the percentage mean (ie averages across quintiles divided by the
average expenditure multiply by 100). This will show the percentage burden of import tariffs
born by various households from the core poor to the richest.
The researcher used Micro-Soft Excel and STATA software for the analysis of data.

Kakwani index is used to confirm and determine the degree of regressivity/progressivity of the
import tariffs on expenditure on agriculture, manufactured goods and services. It is the most
widely used to determine progressivism. The kakwani index involves finding the difference
between concentration index and the Gini index. It is calculated thus nK =C-G where C is the
expenditures' concentration index and G is the Gini coefficient. The value ofnK (kakwani index)
ranges from -2 to 1. A negative number indicates regressivity. A positive number indicates
progressivity.
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The chart (figure 1.1) denotes percentage burden born by the various socio-economic households
on consumption of agricultural goods. The lowest socio-economic household (the poorest) and
the poor ex.pene.]more inform of tariffs than the 0 ther households irrespective of their economic
status, as shown by the level of percentage burden. This shows the extent of regressivism .

:iH

18.00%

16.00%

14.00~'

12.00%

10.00~'o
0.xw

8.00{~

6.00'1,

4.001/;

LO;Ylo

0.00'1>
Poorest Poor

PERCENTAGEMEAN OF IMPORTTARIFFS EXPENDITUREON AGRIC

FIGURE 1.1
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hom figure 1.2, it is quite clear that the poorest household bears a greater proportion of the
burden of tariffs on manufactured goods The poor household and the richest have equal burden,
'while the rich and the average household have equal share of the burden on expenditure on
manufactured goods. This also shows the degree of regressivism in the consumption of
manufactured goods

RichestRichMiddle

HOUSEHOLDS

PoorPoorest

6.80%

7.00%

7.20%

7.40%

8.00%

8.20%

8.40%

8.60%

w
g; 7.80%
f-
isz
~ 7.60%
w I

PERCENTAGE MEAN OF IMPORT TARIFFS ON MANUFACTURED GOODS

FIGURE 1.2
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03 0.5508
Key: 1=lowest socio-economic group or poorest, 5=hlghest socio-economic group or richest.
The table above showed the extent of inequalities that exist among the various quintile
households.

19
0.4970,..,1

.) 1

0.5079

Estim Services I

-l
m Manuf.
67 0.5254
------1-- ---
67

0.4985

Group --l Quintile I Estim_.Agric I Esti
Poorest 3; 0.4165 ! 0.31
Poor 0.3270 ,--

--'- I 0.19
j\lfidrlle 13 0.3076 0.19

~h I~ 0.3325 :0.l9
-

10.30Richest 0.3434

Tablt 1: GiNI INDEX FOR AGRICULTURE, MANUFACTURING AND SERVICES ON
IlVIPORTS.

Fhe tariffs expenditure on services by the richest household is higher than that of all other
households as shown by the chart (figurel.3). The poorest household tariff is nearer to the richest
household but higher than the rich and other households. Nevertheless, the distribution show to a
great extent progressivism.

Richtvkidle

HOUSEHOLDS

RichestPoorPoorest

0.10%

0.20%

w 0.60%
oc
:::l
I-
~ C.50%
wa.x
w 0.40%

0.70%

PERCENTAGEMEANOF IMPORTTARIFFS ON SERVICES

FIGURE 1.3
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It is quite clear that the shape of the Lorenz curve shows the degree of inequality that exists
among the expenditure groups. The greater the inequality, the more the curves bow away from
the equidistributicn line. The Lorenz curve records the cumulative proportions of import t",::-li2J
paid by cumulative proportion of the population.

I ----------- ..-------.---.--~
i --- 450 line ~---------. /~grkult'l:e I
1--- -------- tvlanufacbring Sfo!vi-:8S \L __l

!'

-----,---------,

0-)

~o,
::r

Lorenz Curves

Here, we examine the difference between the Gini index and the concentration index of the
household expenditure. A negative index (difference) indicates regressivism of import t::tI:~rfS
expenditure on goods and services, while a positive index denotes progressivism. The result of
Kakwani index showed that import tariffs on agriculture and manufacturing are regressive in
Nigeria, while for services, it is progressive.
In figure 1.4 we present Lorenz curves for expenditure on ~mf<ort,ed agdC'l!tl.:fg~~
manufacturing and services.

Source: Estimated summary pby the author.

--r-----

IDistribution Agric Manuf. Service
Conc index 0.2678 0.4100 0.4826
Gini-index 0.3976 0.4146 0.3760 I
Difference -0.1298 -0.0046 0.1066 ------_j

KAKWANI INDEX OF PROGRESSIVISM
Table 2: GINI INDEXAND CONCENTRATIONINDEX
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The core poor (quintile 1) Sho\V3:110reconvexity from the equidistribution line (45 (.L:gn.,;~line)
than the other gI0UPS, In other words the poorest household curve bowed out more from the
45degree line. This means inequality is pronounced as the poorest class pay more in the form of
tariff on imported agricultural goods.

Quinti!e :2
!
I _.__'---',-
i ,- Quintile 4L ___

1----

,8.4 .5
Cumulative prop. of p~)~i..!iat:or,(p)

45° Line of equality Q~Ji~,~;~-;-l
(,. I i.- ,~o; ;").-~ I
"(.,,,)",,,,) ')

._- O:':;i'J!i:~-:;5
-_._------'

.2o
--,~-----,-

Lorenz Curves

Figure 1.5 Lorenz curve for expenditure on imported agricultural goods across quintile
groups
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The curves show that inequality exists across the various quintiles household payment of tariffs
on imported manufactured goods.

[

45° Line of equality

---- Quintile 2

.--------- Quintile 4

----:-:J
Ouintile 1 I

I
(~U!~1\He3 I
Quintiia 5 I

.8.4 .6
Cumulative prop. of population (p)

.2

co

<q-

0:.r
.;;

"!

0

o

Lorenz Curves

Figure 1.6: Lorenz curve for expenditure on imported manufactured goods across
quintiles.
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There is higher ue;:;ree of inequality iii expenditure on services ill consideration of the (L:;~)crs;on
of the various quintile groups away from the 45° line of equity.

1----
1"'------
1 .... ······

.--.-------- ...-~
45° Line of equality ._------. Quilltile 1 '

Ouintile 2 Quintile 3 I
Quintile 4 -- .. -. Ouintile 5 i

.4 .6
Cumulative prep. of population (0)

Lorenz Curves

Figure 1.7: Lorenz curve for expenditure on imported services across quintile.
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The concentration curve plots the cumulative percentage of the import tariffs variable (y-axis]
against the cumulative percentage of the population, ranked by living standards, beginning with
the poorest, and ending with the richest (x-axis), Payment of import tariffs on agriculture
dominated, manufacturing and services. This IS substantiated by the Gini index, but which show
that the core poor (the poorest) feel the tariff payment most.

--- Agri:;ulture 1
Services I

I 45° Line of equality

1----------- Manufacturing

.84 .5
Cumulative prop. of population (p)

.2o

"'-l

ro~

<q
~
Q_

0
~

~

Concentration Curves

Figure 1.8: Concentration curve
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TEST OF HYPOTHESES AND EVALUATION
In consideration of the results obtained, we can evaluate the hypotheses of our :~bl}'.V./ebegin
by re-stating the hypotheses thus:
TEST OF HYPOTHESIS (A)
Given that the average percentage burden of import tariffs on agriculture, 16.4%; manufacturing,
8.59% respectively borne by the core poor is greater than that borne by the richest on
agriculture,5.58% and manufacturing, 7.6% as shown in table above, it can be concluded that
import tariffs on the consumption of the agricultural and manufactured goods are pro-rich.
Whereas the average expenditure on import tariffs on services by the core poor is 0.71% and the
richest class is 0.86%), we conclude that tariffs on services are pro-poor. Hence, we accept the
alternative hypothesis that import tariffs in Nigeria at the period of study are pro-rich arid pro
poor.

The concentration curves on expenditure on agriculture and manufacturing is above the Lorenz
curve of expenditure and nearer to the 45 degree line. This means thatthe poor groups pay more
tariffs than the rich groups, hence denoting regressivism. This is also substantiated by the
Kakwani index. But the reverse is the case for consumption of services. This is confirmed by 1.:1(:'

kakwani index.

---::-I
---- 45' j;ne of equality -". - C(p): Agriculture I
-,--,-",_ Clp): Manufac:tuling ----------- S(p): Servlcesl...-.-....---.-.:"(p): :"orenz curve _j

--,
1.4 .6

Cumulative prop, of population (p)
.2o

~l Lorenz and Concentration Curves

Figure 1.9:Lorenz and concentration curves.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
In this study we found the following based on the analyses of results;
(i)The poor feel the burden of tariffs on the COJ1S11ll1ptionof agricultural and manufactured sGcls
more tnan the rich class not withstanding their financial muscles.
(ii)The rich households bear 3. higher burden of import tariffs on consumption of services as the
percentage mean values showed. Hence, we infer that the rich households bear a higher burden
of tariffs on services than the poor households.
(iii) There is inequality between the rich and the poor in the consumption Dr im1jl.)r'~,;d
agricultural, manufactured goods and services. The Gini index for agricultural and manufactured
goods and services showed inequality. Besides, it was demonstrated by the Lorenz curves for
agriculture, manufacturing and services, which bow below the equidistribution lines (450 lines).
(iv)The researcher also realised that tariff expenditure on agricultural and manufactured goods
are regressive, while tariffs on consumption of services are progressive.

In addition, the Lorenz curves for agriculture, manufacturing and services across quintilcs
(figures 1.2:1.3 and 1.4) show the degree of inequality in consumption of imported goods and
services. This inequality is also buttressed by averages of expenditure on imported goods and
services across quintiles and .he mean. Eased on .hese entire outcomes, we therefore reject the
null hypothesis that tile import tariffs on households' consumption of imported goods have no
inequality burden Oil consumers, which means out right acceptance of alternative hypothesis that
the; import tariffs on households' consumption of imported goods have inequality burden ():1

consumers.

TEST OF HYPOTHESIS (C)
From the Gini index for measurement of inequality, it was shown in the table above the extent of
inequality that exists in the payment of tariffs on imported goods and services. The figures reveal
that the Prior S1)F'lV1m(W" t1,,,,, th" 1'";,,1, {,,,,, Goods consumption ",1. ile the richest class pays more'-" .&. .i ........1. .................... .../.L '0" .._ ......'"........... ...., .....J.. ............ ...._V.I.. b.' ... I, ,,\......J. .I. . '.... "".~ u "".'_" ..~... ,,I

tariffs for services consumption. A look at the Gini index across quintile households actually
categorised the extent to which inequality really exist in the payment of import tariffs.

TEST OF HYPOTHESIS (B)
The Kakwani indexes on tariffs payment for agricultural and manufactured goods have negative
values of -0.1298 and -0.0046.Also the concentration curves for agriculture and manufacturing
are above the Lorenz curve of expenditure. Hence, we conclude that the tariffs are regressive.
While for services, the kakwani index is a positive value, 0.1066, and the concentration curve is
below the Lorenz curve of expenditure. This means that tariffs expenditure on services is
progressive. Based on this, we accept the null hypothesis (B) to a reasonable degree that the
incidence of import tariffs on goods and services are not progressive in Nigeria, and accept partly
the alternative hypothesis that the incidence of import tariffs on agricultural and manufactured
goods are regressive. Based on the positive kakwani index value, tariff payment for service is
progressive.
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CONCLUSION
The study has really shown empirically the degree of inequality, regressivism, f'r()gr~s"i'/i:::rr;,
and level of pro-poorness and pro-richness of tariffs on consumption (IF<}!lp~;ft~d f:{}oci; :('
Nizcria at the period of study. It \\,21s also able iU answer all the research ql.l(::~L.)t>~:·:::ic,~;'i.Tb',:,:
outcome is not contrary to most studies in other countries in the sense th;lI most <oli8l::-;1::.))1·~
agricultural and manufactured goods were found to be regressive, 'which means that the core
poor households bear the higher burden of import tariffs on goods III Nigeria. The various
housebolds-the quintile gwups bear the incidence of import tariffs ill. \vid";<'lngiQg degrees .
-r-- 11' 1" . ,. c l' 1 .. ., '!' C \ ,. '. •r rom a. mdications, it can l)e mrerrec tnat t rere IS lDt pOSSiD1Jity or taci~u;lg po-verty oy glV?r:g

attention 1O and relieving pressures on the purchasing power 01' the PO()l' hJ:'ought cbo'_;~by pr;:::c
effect.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Given the outcome of the empirical analysis, the following recommendations are made:
(i)Efforts should be intensified to encourage industrialistion, improvement of agricultural
production; promote the consumption of home made goods and services, which is relatively
devoid of high tax than imported goods.
(ii) Tariffs on agricultural products such as cereals, fish, milk and manufactured goods such as
sugar, tea, textile materials, soap, wheel-barrow mainly consumed by the poor should be
reduced.
(iii) It is imperative that the various services mainly consumed by the poor class be provided
locally and possibly betax free. This will further increase their purchasingpower. " ','.. ... . ';('(J
(iv) A clause on how the statutory liability of import tariffs to be borne by consumers should be
specified by tax authority to minimise the high price effect that usually result end tl~~:degree ,-:;f
burden sluft, which eventually reduces the real income of the consumers.
(v) Intensive efforts are required to promote quality control of goods in Nigeria so :~.Sto ensure
its attractiveness instead of relying on imported goods.
(vi) It is imperative to eliminate multiple taxes of goods in Nigeria since the consequences or
burden is pushed to consumers in form of high prices, thereby reducing the purchasing powers cf
consumers.
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